BREAKING BANKS
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Decentralized banking as a service.
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THE BACKGROUND
Did you pay your espresso coffee with ApplePay this morning? Did you struggle
to find a few bucks in your pockets to tip the valet, yesterday? Great, that means
you are member of the “cashless generation”! According to the Independent
Community Bankers of America, 1 in 5 Americans carry less than $5 in cash on
their person on any given day – with Millennials leading the cash-free charge in
a big way.

If you fall in this group, certain worldwide data may surprise you. A recent study
by American Express found that 43% of Americans keep their savings in cash
and 53% of those cash-hoarders plan to hide bills in a secret location at home.
The Bank of England states that only about a quarter of the cash they put
into circulation is used to buy and sell things. African countries like
Tanzania estimates that at least 60% of all money is kept outside of
the formal banking system. Consumer transactions carried out in
cash lead the way on this trend:
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According to a 2016 FDIC survey, 7% of

more. The less money you have, the higher

U.S. households (9 million) do not have

the costs to access banking services - from

an account at a bank institution and 19.9%

interest rates to account fees. If you are

of U.S. households (24.5 million) have an

wealthy, most fees are waived and interest

account but obtained non-bank alternative

rates are low. In the same way, large

financial services. It is estimated that over

businesses have easy access to banking

$500 billion dollars a year are transacted

services no matter the industry they are in,

in cash by these two groups. The most

while small businesses operating in certain

commonly cited reason for not having a

markets are often left indiscriminately out

bank account is not having enough money

of the financial system. This dichotomy

to keep in an account, privacy concerns,

keeps the underprivileged trapped in a

lack of trust in banks as well as the high

vicious cycle and small family businesses

costs of banking services for accounts
with low balances.
A

different

problem

struggling for their very existence.
In the past there was no alternative…

affects

the

cryptocurrency universe: according to
calculations by Chainalysis, which tracks
cryptocurrency data, with approximately
150 billion dollars in bitcoin available on
the market, consumers used bitcoin on
merchant services just for an average of
$190.2 million a month in 2017. The vast
majority of the fortunes amassed in bitcoin
are held in reserves due to its difficulty of
being converted in fiat currency and its
limited adoption in the consumer market.
In addition, there is a fear that a discounted
sale would push down the overall value of
the currency.
The cause of this disengagement and
mistrust for banks can be found in their
long-standing attitude towards certain
categories of people and businesses:
banks do not want the money of clients
that they perceive as higher-risk or lowprofit. Their incapacity of partnering with
their clients to manage their inherent risk
lead to a system that punishes people who
own less and subsidizes people who own

Today we
can change
all this!
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BREAKING BANKS WITH CHAINS
THE VISION

THE MISSION

We envision a world where traditional

We are building a revolutionary

banks

obsolete.

P2P banking ecosystem on top of

Banking is provided as a service on

a distributed blockchain platform

top of a decentralized wallet, allowing

secured by a bulletproof identity

individuals to have complete control

management system. The stability

of their assets. Individuals lend to

and liquidity in our ecosystem is

each other, individuals invest in each

guaranteed by fiat-backed tokens.

other, individuals transact with each

Our AI-based risk and compliance

other - directly - without the need for

tools protect the individuals and the

intermediaries.

integrity of our environment.

have

become

THE SOLUTION
IUNO is a blockchain-based
banking platform where
participating asset-holders are in total
control of their wallets, no intermediaries,
no third-parties.
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FOUR PILLARS

financial services to the users of the IUNO
wallet: payments can be sent to other users
instantaneously all over the world, funds can be
hold in the wallet or can be invested and earn
interests, debit cards can draw funds from the
wallet, and users can obtain loans.

PAYMENT GATEWAY FOR
MERCHANTS
We believe that businesses should focus on
providing outstanding service to their clients
instead of navigating the turbulent waters of the

financial system. Our goal is to equip merchants that have been left out of the mainstream
financial system with the most cutting-edge technology tools to eliminate chargebacks,
mitigate compliance risk and reduce transaction costs.

DEPENDABLE NON-VOLATILE TOKEN
IUNO uses a binary structure to operate its marketplace. Two classes of tokens work
in parallel: a stable asset-backed token as the currency of choice for the in-network
transactions and a utility token (IUNIT) to pay for any interactions with the outside world.

AI BASED RISK AND COMPLIANCE MANAGEMENT
The integration of IUNO’s AI risk mitigation umbrella with an identity management solution
- a tool that enable individuals and companies to control their digital identity and safely
interact in the digital world - will mitigate the risk of identity theft, fraudulent transactions
and money laundering. An auditable -but encrypted - immutable record of transactions
that guarantee a safe environment for all participants in the network.

AI based Risk and Compliance
Management

blockchain. It provides access to all kind of

Dependable Non-Volatile Token

of a multi-currency wallet that resides on a

Payment Gateway for Merchants

IUNO is banking as a service built on top

Decentralized Banking Platform

DECENTRALIZED BANKING
PLATFORM
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THE DRIVERS





WORLDWIDE

US

BITCOIN

of

Estimates of the proportion of U.S.

Chainalysis estimated that in 2017

adults worldwide that do not have

households that do not have an account

just $2.28 out of the 150 billion in

an account at a bank institution or

at a bank institution, and the proportion

bitcoin outstanding in the market

mobile provider according to a 2014

that have an account but obtained

were transacted by consumers for

WorldBank survey:

(non-bank) alternative financial services

merchant services.

Estimates

of

the

proportion

according to a 2015 FDIC survey:

38%

27%

Unbanked = 38% of adults

Unbanked = 7% of US households (9

Banked = 62% of adults

million households) 	
Underbanked = 19.9% of US
households (24.5 million households)
Other/Unknown = 73% of US
households

1.5%
$2.28 out of 150 billion
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The Market Opportunity
• In 2015 in the US alone, 15.6 million adults were unbanked and 51.1 million adults were
underbanked. They collectively transacted over $500 billion dollars in cash.
• Banking services are increasingly performed on a mobile device.
• High cost of not having a bank account (e.g. check cashing fees) is forcing many people
to open bank accounts even if they don’t want to.
• Money services businesses market is estimated $375 billion dollars a year. Over $10
billion dollars are collected in fees.
• Crypto wallets currently DO NOT pay interest on the tokens held.
• 86% of charbacks are deemed to be “friendly frauds” and are estimated to cost merchants
more than $25 billion dollars by 2020.

IUNO Value Propositions
1. IUNO offers consumers a simple interface that allows them to perform all banking
functions on every smartphone and frees unbanked and underbanked households from
the unwanted risks of dealing with cash.
2. IUNO offers merchants a robust and safe payment platform to receive payments from
their customers and pay their taxes, employees and utilities without the encumbrances
of cash even in high-risk industries.
3. No intermediaries, no third parties -Members control their assets
4. Wallets are accessed through a proprietary identity management system
5. There are NO FEES for in-network transactions. Fees are paid only when tokens are
redeemed.
6. A peer-to-peer lending platform powered by AI and machine learning algorithms
allows members to earn an attractive income on their deposits
7. There are NO chargebacks for merchants
8. Crypto asset-backed credit/debit cards
9. AI-based compliance and auditing tools
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IUNO TOKENS
As no transaction fees are contemplated within the IUNO ecosystem, its monetary structure
had to be designed to strike a balance between the need of providing for the inherent costs
of running the network and its cost-free axiom. IUNO’s binary system allows two classes of
tokens to operate and interact: a stable asset-backed token as the medium of exchange of all
in-network transactions and a utility token to pay for the cost of converting asset-backed token
into fiat currency.

THE ASSET-BACKED TOKEN
IUNO’s Asset-Backed Token (ABT) is anchored to a currency of choice (e.g. ABT-USD if backed
by US Dollars, ABT-EU if token is backed by Euros) and its liquidity is guaranteed by funds held
in a dedicated trust account with the only beneficiaries being the holders of the respective
tokens. The ABT has zero volatility since its exchange rate with the currency held in the trust
account is 1:1. When an ABT is purchased, a new token is created, when an ABT is redeemed,
the corresponding token is destroyed.

IUNO’S UTILITY TOKEN
IUNO’s utility token (IUNIT) is a service-driven utility token used for redemption fees and other
edge transactions. It effectively addresses the key challenges of developing a transparent,
convenient and efficiently decentralized marketplace of goods and services by incentivizing
members to operate exclusively inside the closed IUNO ecosystem. IUNIT’s specific function
as a currency in the IUNO ecosystem is strictly associated with the interaction of participants
in the network with the outside “fiat” world.

WHY BUYING IUNITS?
IUNO’s utility token is what is driving the adoption and retention of the ecosystem. By only
charging transactional fees at the edges we create an incentive for transaction to stay within
our ecosystem. By incentivizing the crypto community to engage in transactions with other
members of the IUNO ecosystem and by rewarding masternodes operators, IUNIT provides a
scalable opportunity for moving money transactions outside of the traditional financial system.

HOW DOES THE IUNO TOKEN WORK?
1. IUNIT is paid to redeem Asset-Backed Tokens
2. IUNIT is paid to the masternodes operators to record transactions on the blockchain and to
provide processing power to dApps
3. IUNIT incentivizes token holders (both individuals and merchants on the platform) to
operate inside the ecosystem.

IUNO.io

BENEFITS FOR TOKEN HOLDERS
• Substantially reduced transaction costs within the IUNO ecosystem
• Ability to register as an Edge Agent that can convert Fiat to IUNO Asset Tokens and vice
versa
• Ability to operate masternodes
• PoS (Proof of Stake) algorithm will treat large stake holders preferentially in the P2P
lending platform

INITIAL DEPLOYMENT
In order to drive adoption and penetration, IUNO will initially
focus on markets that have mandatory participation, like
benefit programs.
The Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) is

a 70 billion benefit program that reaches roughly 14% of the US

population. State agencies work with private contractors to procure their
own Electronic Benefit Transfers (EBT) systems for delivery of SNAP and
other state administered benefit programs through a bidding process. IUNO will
aggressively target public tenders by offering the service at no cost for the State
administrations and uniquely enhanced by an anti-fraud feature provided by its identity
management system.
IUNO will deploy a similar strategy in other markets with large food assistance programs
and substantial unbanked population like Mexico, India and Arab countries. Partnership
with local governments and non-government organizations (NGOs) will boost adoption
and recognition.
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TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
300,000,000 IUNIT Initial Token Supply
1000 IUNIT = 1 ETH
Discounts between 20-50%
Final Terms will be published on the day presale opens
(estimated May 15th)

Description

Token

%

Token Sales

110,500,000

36.83%

Developer Token

50,000,000

16.67%

Airdrops

10,000,000

3.33%

Marketing

20,000,000

6.67%

Coinmaster

2,000,000

0.67%

Bounty

10,000,000

3.33%

Founders

50,000,000

16.67%

Reserve

47,500,000

15.83%

300,000,000

100%

Total

DESCRIPTION
• Developer tokens are used to incentivize participation in IUNO Opensource development and will be
awarded for defined projects contributing to the overall platform
• Airdrops will be issued initially to drive participation and build our community
• Founder tokens will be restricted for 6 months after the initial launch of the platform
• Reserve Tokens will be used to temporarily subsidize transaction fees of certain market
participants to incentivize adoption.
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TOKEN SALE TERMS
Start Date Pre-Sales

May 14h, 2018 10:00 am EST

Duration of Token Pre-Sale

63 days, until July 16th, 2018 23:59:59 EST

Start Date Public Sales

July 17h, 2018 0:00 am EST

Duration of Token Public Sale

until November 16th, 2018 23:59:59 EST

Token Generation Event

November 19th, 2018

Token Distribution

November 20th - 25th, 2018

300,000,000 IUNIT Initial Token Supply
Pre-Sale Bonus Between 20-50%
ERC20/23 Compatible Token
Purchase method: ETH or Fiat

ROADMAP
05/06
2018

07
2018

11
2018

IUNO Utility
Token Pre-Sale

Public Sale

Public Sale
Ends

12
2018

Q4
2018

IUNO Wallet
Payment
Launch
Gateway Launch

Q1
2019

Q2
2019

Q3
2019

IUNO
Banking
Services
Launch

Exchange
Services and
Debit Card
Launch

Benefit
Management
Suite Launch
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THE TEAM
Amin El-Gazzar
CEO
Amin El-Gazzar is a technologist and serial entrepreneur with a number of successful
startups in the United States and internationally. Fluent in both English and German, Amin
has proven that he is capable of thinking outside the box and his successful businesses
cover everything from content creation to decentralized banking and telecommunications.
At the beginning of his career, he designed and implemented a global knowledge network
for Siemens AG as well as the largest object-oriented database of its kind to effectively
track drug interactions for Merck.
As a technologist, Amin has been granted patents for a fax spam filter, a heuristic routing
of electronic documents, a premium messaging exchange, and a method for reducing
the required storage capacity of a database by a factor of 100. Amin El-Gazzar was
the Founder and CEO of Venali, a global scalable messaging platform capable
of handling a billion+ mission-critical, high-value messages per day used
by more than half of the Fortune 500 companies worldwide. Today
approximately 50% of blood & lab test results in the United States are
submitted using this network.
More at linkedin.com/in/amin-el-gazzar-7299b2100

Lorenzo Delzoppo
Legal/Compliance Counsel
Lorenzo Delzoppo is a NY attorney with over 17 years of regulatory
compliance, risk management, and legal experience. He began his career in the
regulatory field with MSBs operating nationally and internationally. He spent 10
years as CCO of a bank where, in addition to permanent internal control functions, his
accountabilities included strategy development, regulators relations, external auditors
and counsels’ coordination, as well as direct oversight of the Financial Crime area. In his
consulting practice, he advises law firms, financial institutions and blockchain startups on
a broad spectrum of compliance and regulatory matters. Lorenzo is a speaker, organizer
and moderator of numerous international conferences and lectures at university seminars.
He is very active in the compliance community as a director of the South Florida Chapter
of ACAMS, a board member of the Governmental BlockChain Association -Miami Chapter,
and a member of the Board of the Anti-Money Laundering and Financial Crime Institute of
St. Thomas University.
More at linkedin.com/in/lorenzo-delzoppo-8a19241
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THE TEAM
Thomas Wawra
Head of EU Operations
Thomas Wawra studied mechanical engineering at the Technical University of
Munich and is an entrepreneur with more than 22+ years’ experience in the
Datacenter field and consulting the financial industry. He developed sales and
strategic partnerships with Microsoft, SAP and IBM and opened up offices in
London, Singapore and Germany and spent more than 6 years in the States.
He started businesses and congresses and made them market leader in their
industry in short time. Thomas has been a speaker, organizer and moderator
at several international conferences and developed training materials and
compliance trainings for financial institutions for the Data Center industry. He
has been providing consulting and training services to the IBM Data Centre
Team for many years and he has become very familiar with their Hyperledger
blockchain architecture and IBM Watson project on AI technology.
More at linkedin.com/in/thomas-wawra-a780425

John Czelusniak
Chief Marketing Officer
John Czelusniak has spent 15+ years as the Chief
Marketing Officer of various consulting firms and
businesses that serve private clients globally. He has
also held other management level positions, to include:
Associate Marketing positions and executive level corporate
communications positions, where he has head marketing and
advertising budgets in the millions. He also continues to serve as an
outsourced Business Strategy Advisor for CMOs for mid to large cap
companies in an array of industries. After obtaining his MBA with a minor
specialization in Marketing Strategy, John has decided to focus primarily on
becoming the outsourced CMO for companies. John continues to further his
education acquired a second Master’s Degree in Professional Accounting at
the University of Miami.
More at linkedin.com/in/john-czelusniak-mba-mpac-43381610
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